Conferences/talks:


‘Metaphoric variation across speakers of English: Roads, paths and ways to happiness’ vid konferensen Seventh International Conference on Researching and Applying Metaphor (RaAM7): Metaphor in Cross-Cultural Communication. 29-31 maj, 2008 University of Extremadura Cáceres. (Spanien)


‘From perception of locative artefacts to metaphorical meaning’ vid konferensen Space and Time Across Languages, Disciplines and Cultures (STALDAC 2010) 8-10 april, 2010, Cambridge universitet, UK.

'Iconicity in metaphorical story-telling' (tillsammans med Marcus Perlman, Nathaniel Clark & Raymond W. Gibbs Jr.) vid konferensen 8th International Conference on Researching and Applying Metaphor (Raam 8), 30 juni- 3 juli, 2010, Amsterdam, Holland.

'In or on the couch? Corpus linguistic investigation of the English prepositions in and on and their Swedish equivalents i and på' vid The Third Conference of the Scandinavian Association for Language and Cognition (SALC III). 14 - 16 juni, Köpenhamn.

'Vocal Iconic Gesture in Story Reading' (tillsammans med Marcus Perlman & Nathaniel Clark) vid The Third Conference of the Scandinavian Association for Language and Cognition (SALC III). 14 - 16 juni, Köpenhamn.

'In or on the picture? Corpus linguistic investigation of the English prepositions in and on and their Swedish equivalents i and på' vid 11th International Cognitive Linguistics Conference (ICLC 11): Language, Cognition, Context. 11-17 juli, Xi'an, China.

'Iconic prosody in story reading' (tillsammans med Marcus Perlman & Nathaniel Clark) vid 11th International Cognitive Linguistics Conference (ICLC 11): Language, Cognition, Context. 11-17 juli, Xi'an, China.

'Why Do Things AT the Last Minute? How variation at the level of conceptual metaphor influences the usage patterns of English and Swedish Prepositions' vid Stockholm Metaphor Festival, 7-8 september, 2011, Stockholm universitet.